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In the holy city of Varanasi

200 HOURS YTT

Discover your inner-teacher:
deepen your yoga knowledge and
asana practice in a 200 Hours YTT
Course by Yoga Alliance USA 

BECOME A CERTIFIED

Complete a yoga teacher training
program with a Registered Yoga

School (RYS) and can apply for
RYT 200 certification

INTL.  YOGA TEACHERYOGA ALLIANCE USA

LEARN YOGA IN

Learn the fundamentals of Yoga
which includes the Vedic way of
living to create balance, harmony,
and peace within the mind, body,
and soul. 

THE VEDIC WAY Upcoming Dates
Year 2023:

05 -29 January
02 -26 February

02 - 26 March

V A S I S T H A  Y O G A
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About Vasistha Yoga
A Yoga School in the Holy city of Varanasi.
Specializing in Hatha Yoga, Philosophy and
the Ancient Cultural Heritage of India.
Classes and Lectures including traditional
scriptures, Ayurveda, Yogic Science, History
and Context of Yogic Teachings in
Contemporary society.

200 hours YTT

Practice ancient lineages of yoga while
overlooking the holy river Ganga with
Vasistha Yoga. Transform to your authentic
self with this foundation level certification
training. 

Course Curriculum

The curriculum follows the guidelines
recognized by the Yoga Alliance for a. 200
hour program. Although we are traditional in
our teachings but modern and unorthodox in
our approach. It is intensive because the
curriculum is highly result-oriented.

Fees & Dates

Fees includes accommodation, two meals a
day, one sightseeing trip, start-up package,
course books, a rudraksh mala, and one T-
Shirt. Check out the upcoming dates!

Varanasi: Abode of Shiva
All Begins Here
Aghor Tradition
Aghor Foundation
Gurus/ Teachers

ON THE PAGE

A priest, sitting in
gomukhasana (cow pose)
variation, performing
sandhya vandana, japa
and meditation along the
ghats of holy river Ganga,
Varanasi.

Any personal data you provide us with in the context of your response or request for information will only be used in accordance
with our privacy statement. We are committed to bringing you the most up to date information, however, We make no
guarantee that the information herein is the most recent on any particular subject. 

Vasistha Yoga
+91 90054 83953
vasisthayoga.org
infovasisthayoga@gmail

Assi Ghat, Varanasi



VARANASI
ABODE OF SHIVA

Varanasi is the city of Lord Shiva, the supreme Yogi. He
is the Yogi, from where all the Yoga started. This

timeless imperishable abode is a famous place for Hatha
Yoga, performed by the Aghoris from many centuries.

VASISTHA YOGA



ALL
BEGINS
HERE
VARANASI

Tradition tells us that the roots of yoga begin
with Shiva, the first Yogi, who also happens
to be the founder of the 5,000+ year old city
of Banaras. Shiva's city, which is alternately
called Varanasi, Banaras or Kashi in oral
tradition and text, is considered the most
holy city of India. It is a city considered to be
located in the centre of the universe and
where Shiva would sit in meditation when
not in the Himalaya. It was plucked out of
the centre of the universe and hidden on the
tip of his trident, outside of space and time,
and has been a sought after location for
saints and yogis from Vedic times to present
day. Banaras is where Shiva first appears by
bursting through the earth as a fiery post of
light and it is here where Shiva lights his
dhuni, a consecrated fire, and sits in
meditation at the cremation ground of
Manikarnika. All yoga lineages flow from
Shiva's ritual actions & sacred space in
Banaras.

The city of Varanasi, or Banaras as it is
known to local residents, has many names
and is steeped in myth, legend, narrative &
history. The ancient texts describe the focal
point of creation. A city that faces the sun
and lies between the Varuna & Assi rivers is
also known as the city of light, &
Mahashamsthana, the great cremation
ground. 



Aghor Tradition\\

"AGHOR IS THE PATH OF SIMPLICITY." ~ BABAJI

JAGADGURU DATTATREYA

Aghor represents a tradition
which can be placed within
the Shaiva-Shakta school of
thought within the greater
Hindu religion. It is believed to
have emanated from Lord
Shiva, the eternal, timeless, all
pervading consciousness. The
Aghor teachings are further
associated with legendary
Jadguru Dattatreya.

BABA KINARAM JI

In the sixteenth century, the
tradition was rekindled by a
great saint, Baba Kinaramji,
founder of the Kinaram Sthal
(also known as Krim Kund) in
Varanasi, the current seat of
the Aghor tradition and an
eternal place of spiritual
power. Baba Kinaramji’s life
story is full of miraculous
incidents.

BHAGWAN RAM

The direct lineage of the
twelve Aghoreshwars that
began with BabaKinaramji
extends from the sixteenth
century until the present. In
the 20th century, Aghoreshwar
Mahaprabhu Bhagwan Ramji
emerged as Aghoreshwar and
has been considered the
reincarnation of Baba
Kinaramji.

The Sanskrit word Aghor literally translates as “that
which is not terrifying.” The implication is a state of
consciousness that transcends the inevitable fears and
sorrows everyone must go through in life as a result of
desires and attachments. Aghor is an innate state of
consciousness and fluid way of life. Countless ideas,
attractions and aversions we have been conditioned to
live with obscure this natural state. Many of these
things are very deep-rooted, either associated with our
bodies or ingrained by society. Nonetheless, once we
are willing to let go of these hindrances, Aghor is a
path that is easy to comprehend and walk.

Although Aghor is rooted in Hindu culture, it can be
practiced by anyone. Free of dogma, Aghor
emphasizes personal freedom and tangible
approaches to doing good for the Self and for the
world. There are no rules about what you can and
cannot do, but that does not mean we should do

whatever we feel like. It requires an exceptional
amount of attentiveness and self-discipline of
thought, action and speech to progress. It requires a
willingness – even eagerness – to face discomforts
head-on and exert effort to go beyond them. As a
Guru-based tradition, Aghor offers time-tested
practices for inner development appropriate to each
individual, under the personal guidance of an
accomplished spiritual teacher. The Guru functions as
a bridge, helping us connect with our innate spiritual
wisdom, and the inherent divinity that is our true
nature.

The core teaching of Aghor is that you are Divine. As a
Divine being, you are whole, limitless, pure, above
guilt and free from fear. When you are aware of these
virtues, you are in touch with your inner Divinity.
When you practice them, Divine energy flows
through you into the world.

https://sonomaashram.org/guru/aghoreshwar-bhagwan-ram/


Aghor Foundation is a non-profit organization
dedicated to combining service and spirituality. The
foundation’s projects embrace and put into practice
the timeless teachings of Aghor, the ancient mystical
lineage with roots in Varanasi, India.

The foundation is located in the southern part of
Varanasi, Uttar Pradesh. A beautiful campus comprises
the Bal Ashram and Anjali School, overlooking the river
Ganges and the city of Varanasi.

Adjacent to the main campus is Vision Varanasi eye
hospital and just across the river is Amrit Sagar
Environmental Center; both are sewa initiatives of the
foundation.

"A Platform for Sadhana
and Sewa"

Aghor Foundation
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Our Guru, Baba Harihar Ramji, affectionately known as “Babaji,”
is spiritual teacher (Guru) and a disciple of Aghoreshwar
Bhagwan Ram. He is a role model and spiritual beacon for
anyone seeking inspiration and guidance. He radiates love and
embodies living with purpose. 

Babaji was born in India and spent his early days in a small
village outside of Varanasi, and later, within the city of Varanasi.
On July 2, 1990, with Aghoreshwar’s blessing, Babaji started a
new life as a monk in the Aghor tradition. Babaji has spent his
life sharing and interpreting Aghoreshwar’s teachings and has
touched the lives of thousands of individuals from all over the
world. He presents the ancient tradition of Aghor, as well as the
progressive teachings of Aghoreshwar, in a language that is
accessible and relevant to modern-day seekers. 

Babaji’s teachings inspire individuals to connect with
themselves though Sadhana (spiritual practice) and Seva
(selfless service), and in so doing, cultivate inner peace and
radiate outer peace. Following Aghoreshwar’s commitment to
social service, Babaji has established numerous initiatives in
Varanasi, India, including creating a safe home for orphaned
and neglected boys, a school for street children, a center for
promoting sustainable agriculture, a women’s empowerment
program, and an eye hospital.

https://sonomaashram.org/guru/aghoreshwar-bhagwan-ram/




ABOUT VASISTHA YOGA
A yoga school established in Varanasi,
with an emphasis on philosophy and
theory of the ancient yogic practice.

Founded by Vishnu Ananda, Vasistha
Yoga is a sacred journey into the
tradition, history and experience of yoga
in Varanasi & beyond. The school is an
interactive experience within the
temples and narratives of the city
drawing on the traditions of spirituality,
the legends of the city and history of
yoga as an untroduction to authentic
practice on the riverside & in hidden
temples where one can establish asana,
develop pranayama and lead the self
deeper into a meditative state of dhyan. 
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UP & UP: A view of the 
neighbouring peak from the 
other challenging peak.
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Born in a devout
Hindu family, it
was at an early
age, that Vishnu
started visiting
Ashrams, Temples
and Monasteries.
There, he came
across profound
teachings of
Vedanta and the
origins of
traditional yoga.

A charming and dedicated Yogi, a
natural teacher, Vishnu’s humour is full
of life, making his classes lively and
stimulating. Basing his teaching of both
hatha yoga practice and philosophy on
ancient texts, his passion is felt and ever
present. Based in Varanasi, he also
travels, teaches and conducts various
courses and workshops around India
and in South Bohemia, Czech Republic.

VISHNU ANANDA
FOUNDER,  VASISTHA YOGA



Y O G R I S H I  D R .  R A K E S H  P A N D E Y

Born in a humble Hindu Brahmin family in
Varanasi, Yogrishi  Dr. Rakesh Pandey is an
ardent yogacharya of Hatha, Kriya and
Sankhya Yoga. He took Diksha in Kriya Yoga
from great saints like Shri Swami Nityanadaji
Maharaj and learnt secrets of Hatha Yoga
from Yogiraj Pandit Rajbali Mishra who is
well known for his mistique Yogic powers by
whose grace he can stop his pulse as well as
stay in Khechari mudra for a very long time.
He took lessons in Siddha Yoga from Shri
Swami Chandra Mohanji Maharaj and Diksha
in Sankhya Yoga from Shri Swami Om
Prakash Aranyaji. He has travelled to various
countries like Nepal, Singapore, Russia,
Surinam etc. and stays in Varanasi where he
train pupils coming from all over the world.
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Varanasi: Yogrishi Dr. Rakesh ji
practicing Tithibasana (Firefly
pose) on the boat in the waters
of holy river Ganga.



Varanasi: Yogrishi Dr. Rakesh ji
practicing Tithibasana (Firefly
pose) on the boat in the waters
of holy river Ganga.

R A K E S H  K U M A R  S A T Y A W A L I

A natural orator and awarded Acharya of
yoga, Rakesh’s journey has been of self
discovery, learning through contemplation
and life experiences. He is a teacher who
presents the intricate yoga philosophy and its
practice in a simple, down to earth and
humorous manner. In his classes, Rakesh
gives his original analysis and views on the
writings of various spiritual traditions,
mystics and philosophers from around the
world.

For Rakesh, the greatest human gifts are love
and freedom. Based on this, he teaches yoga
where love and freedom are of the highest
values and individual spiritual growth being
the number one priority. His Asana classes
are designed to use our physical body as a
vehicle to eventually control and conquer our
mind.

S O N A M

Over the years Yogini Sonam has trained
more than 300 senior yoga and meditation
teachers worldwide, and continues to be a
devout spiritual practitioner and rigorous
student of yoga. Currently she travels and
teaches the foundation of Yogic practises and
Kashmir Shaivism philosophy worldwide.

Sonam was born into a family of humble
Buddhist practitioners, along with a profound
exposure into Vedic insights and traditional
ancient Tantra practise of Goddess worship
through her mother. Her early childhood
memory was deeply rooted into the core
practise of Tibetan Buddhism consisting of
Japa meditation and Vipassana , Mantra
chanting and kirtan as part of Bhakti Yoga.
Hence her teachings are a distillation of the
core understanding of both Buddhist and
Hindu philosophy, which she essentially says
are all one.

https://himalayanyogabliss.com/darjeeling/


Varanasi: Yogrishi Dr. Rakesh ji
practicing Tithibasana (Firefly
pose) on the boat in the waters
of holy river Ganga.

Sudhanshu is a motivated Yoga Teacher with
advanced training and specialization in
various forms of Yoga Asana, Pranayama and
Meditation. The practice of Yoga has
been a part of his life since the age of 10 when
he moved to Bal Ashram in Varanasi,
India. He practiced Yoga and Meditation daily
while living at the Ashram and had the
opportunity to study and practice with
teachers from around the world.

Sudhanshu also has had extensive teaching
experience. Most recently, he served as a
Yoga Teacher at TransStadia in Ahmedabad
from 2018 to 2022. From 2010 to 2018 he
served as Yoga Teacher for the Aghor
Foundation in Varanasi, which included
leading yoga for international students and
visitors as well as daily classes for ashram
boys, residents and the local communtiy.
Sudhanshu has also taught yoga at Setco
Foundation, Bal Sudhar Grih, Child
Protection Center and at SVYASA.

S H O B H I T  G H A N S H Y A L A

Known affectionately as Govinda, Shobhit
discovered Yoga in his early twenties and
immediately realized that this was his
passion!

Govinda has studied and practiced Yoga
under many great Guru/ Masters from
different Yoga schools like Ashtanga and
Iyengar. He has lived in Ashrams like
Shivananda Ashram; Trivandrum and Divine
Life Society; Rishikesh which has further
deepened his yogic life and practice.

He offers this accumulated experience,
wisdom, and knowledge through his teaching.
Govinda has taught Yoga across India and
China. In this journey of his, he has been
inspiring lives and spreading happiness
through Yoga.

S U D H A N S H U



DR.  RAJIV TRIPATHI

BAMS, BHU Varanasi

MS (Shalakya), Government Ayurveda
College, Kochi Diploma (Yoga), BHU Varanasi

Expertise : Panchakarma, Eye Treatment And
Power Correction, Kriyakalpa, Ear
Procedures, Nasya, Leech Application,
Sirovedha, ENT, Yoga
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DR.  (MRS).  MUKTA TRIPATHI

BAMS, BHU Varanasi

MD (Alternative medicine), Indian Board of
Alternative Medicine, Kolkata CGO, HIS,
Mumbai

Expertise : Panchakarma, Aroma Therapy,
Gynecology, Dosha Parichay, Education And
Teaching, Vasti



The foundation of our 200 HR yogaThe foundation of our 200 HR yoga
teachers training course is that itteachers training course is that it
approaches Yoga, as an aspect of a largerapproaches Yoga, as an aspect of a larger
holistic system of both thought andholistic system of both thought and
culture, which is the nectars of the Indianculture, which is the nectars of the Indian
Heritage. We build on the history, traditionHeritage. We build on the history, tradition
and context of the Indian culture andand context of the Indian culture and
religion as the pillars of the Yogic Systemreligion as the pillars of the Yogic System
and Philosophy. Basing the teachings onand Philosophy. Basing the teachings on
traditional scriptures and texts, studentstraditional scriptures and texts, students
will be able to understand Yoga as awill be able to understand Yoga as a
philosophy with a practical approachphilosophy with a practical approach
which can be directly applied in day to daywhich can be directly applied in day to day
life, practice and study, providing balance,life, practice and study, providing balance,
wisdom and peace.wisdom and peace.

YOGA ALLIANCE CERTIFIED

Vasistha Yoga is based and founded in theVasistha Yoga is based and founded in the
Holy, Ancient city of Varanasi (also knownHoly, Ancient city of Varanasi (also known
as Kashi or Banaras), the abode of Lordas Kashi or Banaras), the abode of Lord
Shiva, one of the oldest living cities in theShiva, one of the oldest living cities in the
world. Spending one month in the old city,world. Spending one month in the old city,
which brings to life the ancient traditionswhich brings to life the ancient traditions
and rituals more than any other city inand rituals more than any other city in
India, creates a very conduciveIndia, creates a very conducive
environment for the study and practice ofenvironment for the study and practice of
any of the ancient traditions. Afterall, theany of the ancient traditions. Afterall, the
city of knowledge, on the banks of the Holycity of knowledge, on the banks of the Holy
Ganga river, the has the power to makeGanga river, the has the power to make
time stand still, enabling us to pause andtime stand still, enabling us to pause and
take time to appreciate the gift of life andtake time to appreciate the gift of life and
the privilege of learning.the privilege of learning.

200 HOURS
RESIDENTIAL YOGA TTC
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COURSE
CURRICULUM

01
HATHA YOGA - TECHNIQUES,
TRAINING, PRACTICE

02
ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY

03
APPLIED YOGA PHILOSOPHY
TRADITIONAL SCRIPTURES
MANTRA CHANTING

04
AYURVEDA

05
ASTROLOGY

WWW.VASISTHAYOGA.ORG
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Principles and Procedures of Teaching in Classroom
Art of Demonstrations, Assistance and Correction
Structuring the Classes Uniquely & Lesson Plan.
Creative Sequential of Yoga Practices.
Incorporating Yoga Philosophy into a Physical Flow.

STUDENTS WILL GAIN EXTENSIVE
EXPERIENCE AND KNOWLEDGE OF
CLASSICAL HATHA YOGA ASANAS 

HATHA
YOGA

COURSE
CURRICULUM

Introduction of Pranayama, Types, Benefits
of pranayama, General guidelines.

PRANAYAMA, MUDRAS & BANDHAS

Introduction to Anatomy and Physiology
Yoga in view of Anatomy and Physiology
Major Systems of Human Body and their role 
Applied Yoga Anatomy
Yoga Injuries: Injuries due to faulty practices.
Yoga as a Therapy
Yoga and Stress Management

YOGA ANATOMY & YOGA THERAPY



COURSE
CURRICULUM

Introduction, Concept, Meaning & Definition of Yoga
The History and Origin of Yoga
Sankhya and Yoga Philosophy
Concept & Practice of Eight-Fold Path
Pre-requisites of Yoga Sadhaka
Obstacles to yoga and inner journey
Ethical guidelines of Yoga Teacher
The science of chakras, kundalini and nadis
Panchakosha – The five bodies or layers of human existence
Sharira Traya – Three bodies
Four States of Consciousness
Purushartha: Four Aims of Life
.

APPLIED YOGA PHILOSOPHY

Bhagwat Gita
Patanjali Yoga Sutras
Prashna Upanishad (Guided Meditation)
Isavasya Upanishas (Guided Meditation)
Brihadaranyaka Upanishad (Guided Meditation)\
Shanti Mantras
OM Japa & Meditation.

TRADITIONAL SCRIPTURES & MANTRA

The Pancha Mahabhutas (Five Elements)
The Tri-doshas and their attributes 
Identify your Dosha & Yoga for different body types
The three pillars of Health 
The seven building blocks or Dhatus
Diagnosis
Mala, Ama or Toxins
Panchakarma and its preliminary practices

.

AYURVEDA

Learn about your yogic Sun and Moon sign, the specific
karmic issues in your life, most appropriate yoga practices
throughtout all cycles of your life based on your birth date.

.

ASTROLOGY



What's Included
2 Vegetar ian meals  a  day

Snacks  &  Tea/Juices

Accommodat ion

Course Uni form

Course Manual

Bas ic  Shat  Kr iya  Ki t

Teacher  Cert i f icate  (upon successful  complet ion

of  course and f inal  examinat ion)

Pick-up & drop of f  f rom Airport /Tra in  Stat ion

Cultura l  Programs in  Varanas i

Upcoming Dates 2023
5 January  –  29 January  

2  February  –  26 February

2 March –  26 March 

7  September  –  30 September

5 October  –  29 October  

2  November  –  26 November

7 December  –  31  December

Enquiry
Interested students  to  know the process  of

admiss ion/  regist rat ion

Pr ior  exper ience -  good to  have but  not  a  mandatory

requirement for  the 200 hour  yoga teacher  t ra in ing 

Fees Structure
For  Fore ign Nat ionals  Euro 1400

   Note :  ( Indian Nat ionals )  contact  us

COURSE FEES & UPCOMING DATES
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We provide two vegetarian meals (brunch and
dinner) every day of the course. We also
provide tea or juice and various snacks
throughout the day. We strive to provide
wholesome, nutritious meals based on the
ayurvedic diet. However, we like to remind
ourselves and our students that the purpose of
our food is to sustain a healthy balance of
energy and nourishment, following the mantra
of “eat to live, don’t live to eat.” If you require a
special diet or have certain allergies or
intolerances, please inform us in advance so
we can make arrangements to cater your
needs. Drinking water is also available on site,
therefore we strongly encourage students to
bring a reusable water bottle, which can be
refilled at the school.

We provide basic, comfortable
accommodation for the duration of the course.
Single private en-suite rooms are provided for
privacy and comfort.

FOOD & 
ACCOMODATION





WANT TO KNOW MORE?

C O N T A C T  U S  A T  + 9 1  9 0 0 5 4  8 3 9 5 3
I N F O V A S I S T H A Y O G A @ G M A I L

V A S I S T H A Y O G A . O R G
 

T H E R E ' S  N O
O T H E R  P E R F E C T  T I M E .

 
I F  Y O U  W A N T  T O  L E A R N  S O M E T H I N G ,  R E A D  A B O U T  I T .

I F  Y O U  W A N T  T O  U N D E R S T A N D  S O M E T H I N G ,  W R I T E  A B O U T  I T .
I F  Y O U  W A N T  T O  M A S T E R  S O M E T H I N G ,  T E A C H  I T .

START
THE

JOURNEY
NOW


